energies of about 20 GeV. Fortunately, recent experiments [5][6][7][8] no polarization was lost. This supports the conjecture that a Siberian snake can be varying the snake either once, twice or ten times; we found with good precision that between about 0 and 25% at 370 MeV. We measured the beam polarization after with a superconducting solenoid; this combination allowed varying the snake strength strengths. The snake consisted of two rampable warm solenoid magnets in series a partial Siberian snake at 370 MeV, where the spin tune, 1/,, is 2% for all snake A recent experiment in the IUCF cooler ring studied the adiabatic turn-on of
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partial Siberian snake of strength s, the spin tune obeys the equation OCR Output magnetic moment. A recent experiment [7] confirmed that in a ring containing a where 7 is the Lorentz energy factor and G = 1.792847 is the proton's anomalous Vs = Gm (2) With no Siberian snake, the spin tune is proportional to the proton's energy ( 6 ) O C R O u t p u t time At must satisfy the relation much more slowly than the time for a proton to circle the ring; thus the snake turn-on
For a Siberian snake turn-on to be adiabatic, the stable spin direction must change varied the total snake strength of the three solenoids between about 0% and 25%.
direction to become about a +6.2% snake each. As shown in Fig. 3 , this process each, which is about a -6.2% snake each; then they varied together in the opposite the snake strength; at other energies the spin tune would change along with the snake where k is an integer. These "half-integer" energies certainly seem best for changing T : 370 MeV + k 523 MeV,
half-integer whenever the kinetic energy, T, satisfies energies. For any snake strength, Eq. 3 indicates that the spin tune is equal to a energies. For a full Siberian snake, the spin tune is equal to a ha1f-integer at all of the spin tune versus the snake strength is shown in Fig. 1 for different beam where s : 1 corresponds to a full snake, which rotates the spin by 180°; this behavior ( This experimental data supports the conjecture that the strength of a Siberian adiabatic snake changes was exactly the same, within our precision of about 2%.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the beam polarization measured after either one, two, or ten there was no depolarization as we turned the 25% partial Siberian snake on and off.
by about 23° [15] . Once the beam reached 370 MeV, where the spin tune was 2%, direction was vertical; the 25% partial Siberian snake tilted the stable spin direction of adiabatic turn-ons and turn-offs in Fig. 4 . With a 0% snake, the stable spin
The transverse beam polarization, Pt = \/P3 + P}, is plotted against the number frequency fc which was 2.4 MHz at 370 MeV. (-165 A each) to a -+-12.5% snake. Thus, the total snake varied repeatedly between O and two warm solenoids were varied together up and down from jointly forming a -12.5% snake current was fixed at 37.1 A, which was about 12.5% of a full snake at 370 MeV, while the 
